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Forthcoming Papers

P.M. Granitto, P.F. Verdes and H.A. Ceccatto, Neural network ensembles: evaluation
of aggregation algorithms

Ensembles of artificial neural networks show improved generalization capabilities that outperform
those of single networks. However, for aggregation to be effective, the individual networks must be as
accurate and diverse as possible. An important problem is, then, how to tune the aggregate members
in order to have an optimal compromise between these two conflicting conditions. We present here
an extensive evaluation of several algorithms for ensemble construction, including new proposals and
comparing them with standard methods in the literature. We also discuss a potential problem with se-
quential aggregation algorithms: the non-frequent but damaging selection through their heuristics of
particularly bad ensemble members. We introduce modified algorithms that cope with this problem
by allowing individual weighting of aggregate members. Our algorithms and their weighted modifi-
cations are favorably tested against other methods in the literature, producing a sensible improvement
in performance on most of the standard statistical databases used as benchmarks.  2004 Published
by Elsevier B.V.

P.J.F. Lucas, Bayesian network modelling through qualitative patterns

In designing a Bayesian network for an actual problem, developers need to bridge the gap between
the mathematical abstractions offered by the Bayesian-network formalism and the features of the
problem to be modelled. Qualitative probabilistic networks (QPNs) have been put forward as quali-
tative analogues to Bayesian networks, and allow modelling interactions in terms of qualitative signs.
They thus have the advantage that developers can abstract from the numerical detail, and therefore
the gap may not be as wide as for their quantitative counterparts. A notion that has been suggested in
the literature to facilitate Bayesian-network development is causal independence. It allows exploit-
ing compact representations of probabilistic interactions among variables in a network. In the paper,
we deploy both causal independence and QPNs in developing and analysing a collection of qual-
itative, causal interaction patterns, called QC patterns. These are endowed with a fixed qualitative
semantics, and are intended to offer developers a high-level starting point when developing Bayesian
networks.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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P. Liberatore, Reduncancy in logic I: CNF propositional formulae
A knowledge base is redundant if it contains parts that can be inferred from the rest of it. We study
some problems related to the redundancy of a CNF formula. In particular, any CNF formula can be
made irredundant by deleting some of its clauses: what results is an irredundant equivalent subset.
We study the complexity of problems related to irredundant equivalent subsets: verification, checking
existence of an irredundant equivalent subset with a given size, checking necessary and possible
presence of clauses in irredundant equivalent subsets, and uniqueness. We also consider the problem
of redundancy with different definitions of equivalence.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.

J. Grant, S. Kraus and D. Perlis, A logic-based model of intention formation and
action for multi-agent subcontracting

We present a formalism for representing the formation of intentions by agents engaged in cooperative
activity. We use a syntactic approach presenting a formal logical calculus that can be regarded as
a meta-logic that describes the reasoning and activities of the agents. Our central focus is on the
evolving intentions of agents over time, and the conditions under which an agent can adopt and
maintain an intention. In particular, the reasoning time and the time taken to subcontract are modeled
explicitly in the logic. We axiomatize the concept of agent interactions in the meta-language, show
that the meta-theory is consistent and describe the unique intended model of the meta-theory. In this
context we deal both with subcontracting between agents and the presence of multiple recipes, that
is, multiple ways of accomplishing tasks. We show that under various initial conditions and known
facts about agent beliefs and abilities, the meta-theory representation yields good results.  2004
Published by Elsevier B.V.

M. Oglietti, Understanding planning with incomplete information and sensing

H. Fargier and R. Sabbadin, Qualitative decision under uncertainty: back to expected
utility

Y. Pencolé and M.-O. Cordier, A formal framework for the decentralised diagnosis of
large scale discrete event systems and its application to telecommunication networks

W. van der Hoek and M. Wooldridge, On the logic of cooperation and propositional
control


